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Imagine a BOTZ world

Simple - Smart - Profits!

Imagine a world with self-driving cars, robot vacuums, 

robot lawn mowers and automatic coffee makers having 

your cup ready when you get out of the shower. You don’t 

have to use your imagination, the world of robots is 

already here.

If robots are taking care of so many aspects of your life, 

why aren’t they making you money? Automate your 

returns using our BOTZ by simply holding a BOTZ NFT in 

your wallet.
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NFTs and 
Yield Farming

NFTs

Non-fungible tokens (NFTs) are digital assets on a blockchain with unique 

identification codes and metadata that cannot be duplicated. The ownership of 

each NFT is recorded on the blockchain and can be sold or transferred from 

one owner to another.

Yield Farming

Yield Farms provide ways for investors to pool their capital along with others to 

make yields via smart contracts on DeFi platforms to maximize returns. This 

can be accomplished through staking, lending and liquidity providing.



1. You purchase a BOTZ NFT for 250 USDC 
on our site or OpenSea

2. BOTZ sends an NFT directly to your 
MetaMask wallet

3. You wait until the first of the month after 
a full calendar month of holding your NFT

4. BOTZ sends you your portion of the 
monthly rewards in you MetaMask wallet 
on the first of the month

How BOTZ Works
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Why BOTZ?

100% Guarantee

Life happens. If 
you need it, Botz 
will fully refund 
your 250 USDC on 
day one of the 
payouts no 
questions asked.

No Ponzinomics

BOTZ does not 
need new 
investments to pay 
off NFT holders. 
Our farms create 
income 24 hours a 
day, 7 days a week.

No Fees

BOTZ charges no 
fees whatsoever. 
No buy fee, no 
sales fees. Your 
money works for 
you 100% of the 
time.
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USDC on Polygon

BOTZ Phaze 1-4 
NFT collections 
will be minted on 
Polygon using 
USDC. This means 
fast, secure and 
inexpensive 
transactions.

OpenSea

BOTZ NFTs can be 
bought and sold 
on OpenSea, the 
world’s first and 
largest web3 
marketplace for 
NFTs.

YouTube KYC

Our BOTZ team 
will KYC on  every 
YouTube channel 
we appears on. 
This unique KYC 
process means no 
rug pulls.



We wrote the book on yield farming - 
literally. By purchasing an NFT, BOTZ will 
also send you a copy of our Yield 
Farming book for free.

Simply send an email to 
botz@botz.finance with your NFT number 
and wallet address and BOTZ will email 
you a PDF copy of our book.

You not only get a great looking NFT and 
passive income stream, you get a yield 
farming education as well.

BOTZ Yield Farming 
eBook
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BOTZ Roadmap
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“
Compound interest is the 
eighth wonder of the world. 
He who understands it, 
earns it; he who doesn't, 
pays it.

- Albert Einstein
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Scaleable
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+1110987654321

1 NFT
1X Reward

3 NFTs
3X Rewardz

5  NFTs
5X  Rewardz

7 NFTs
7X Rewardz

9 NFTs
9X Rewardz

11 NFTs
11X Rewardz

2 NFTs
2X Rewardz

4 NFTs
4X Rewardz

6  NFTs
6X Rewardz

8 NFTs
8X Rewardz

10 NFTs
10X Rewardz

Continue to 
grow your 
BOTZ NFTs

Grow your passive income
Our BOTZ NFTs have a max payout  but there is an easy way to 
scale up your rewards - compound your NFTs. Since each NFT 
costs 250 USDT, use rewards to purchasing additional NFTs. 

The more BOTZ NFTs you hold in your wallet, the greater your weekly 
passive income stream.

That is the POWER of compounding!



Sustainable
Growth over time
BOTZ hand selects yield farming platforms with a proven track 
record over at least six months. Each yield farm produces 
weekly profits and has a strong community behind the project.

BOTZ uses pays out 85% of the weekly profits to NFT holders 
with the remaining 15% going to BOTZ. We do better when you 
do better giving us the motivation to provide a safe attractive 
yield.

Our yield farming portfolio is diversified consisting of multiple 
platforms. We do all the research and the daily activities so 
you can just sit back and count your profits every payday on 
Friday.

There is no time limit on NFTs so you have a long-term passive 
income stream sitting in your wallet with every NFT purchase.
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Meet the BOTZ Team

Humanz

Paul D. - Chief Bot Officer

Nick C. - Technology Ninja

Dave T. - Community Guy

Aaron D. - Lead Teacher

Troy D. - Algorithm Guru

Botz

Cash - Trading Bot

Cheddar - Distribution Bot

Loot - AI Design Bot

Moola - Customer Svc Bot

Peso - Translation Bot

Cyborgz

Rick G. - Financial Planner

Tobias L. - Legal Council

Feddie U. - Social Media

Justen W. - SEO/SEM Mgr

Melissa I. - Copywriter
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BOTZ
⬡ Simple
⬡ Smart
⬡ Scaleable
⬡ Sustainable
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www.botz.finance

http://www.botz.finance

